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PEUGEOT
OUR EXPERTISE

EXPERTISE IN FOUR KEY AREAS

METAL WOOD

PAINTING ASSEMBLY

Based in Quingey in France’s Doubs region, Peugeot’s factory employs 140 people  
and manufactures the world’s best-known mills!

The whole process is carried out on site, whether design, technical development or production.

The wood is turned, varnished or painted, while the mechanisms are machined and assembled with 
painstaking care, reflecting Peugeot’s expertise in crafting wood and steel.

 Ever since the company was  
 founded, metal working has been  
 the driving force for Peugeot’s  
 ingenuity. In 1840, the first  
mechanism was engineered from 
high-quality steel to guarantee an  
unrivalled level of durability. We are so 
sure of our quality that our mechanisms 
come with a lifetime warranty.

Our factory features one of the largest 
woodturning facilities in Europe. We can 
draw on our traditional expertise to  
design and produce the mills in our 
factory from start to finish. Our turning 
skills can transform a rough block of 
wood into a stylish table mill.

Once the wood has been turned in our 
workshops, it is painted in a wide range of 
colours, whether natural finishes, bright 
colours, matt tones or lacquer.

All Peugeot mills are assembled in our 
workshops. Every piece passes through 
our employees’ expert hands as they  
constantly focus on scrutinising every mill 
for the slightest imperfection and  
assembling our mills with the greatest of 
care. As such, we can guarantee that our 
products offer the ultimate in quality and 
harmony.

If our company ever requires an area of expertise that lies outside the  

company, we only work with the most exclusive partners.  For example, the 

European glass factories that produce our decanters are experts in the  

traditional technique of mouth-blowing and hand-finishing glass, meaning 

that every product is truly unique.
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PEUGEOT
OUR HERITAGE

PEUGEOT
OUR COMMITMENTS

210 years of history

French-made products are inextricably woven into our DNA! It is part of our legacy.

85 %
of our products are currently made in France.

French manufacture located in Quingey 
in the department of Doubs

Environmentally friendly paints and 
varnishes (water soluble)

2 million wood mills and corkscrews 
turned, painted and assembled per 
year on site

Ceramic ovenware made in Brittany

Steel mechanisms with a lifetime  
warranty are made in Quingey

Recycling of wood chips for the 
energy sector

Wood sourced from local PEFC™ 
certified forests (100km surrounding 
the factory)

In house manufacturing, from 
product concept to manufacturing 
(140 employees)

Eco-designed non-laminated
packaging (full-fibre compact
boxes) for exemplary  
recyclability.

ECO-DESIGNED
PACKAGING

Peugeot know-how has been awarded the Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant (EPV) label.
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Such is our commitment to quality that our products boast the best warranties. 

SAVEURS D’EPICES collection 
All Peugeot steel mechanisms come with a lifetime warranty.  

Flaxseeds mechanism comes with a 5-year warranty 
Warranty for mill bodies:

A specific mechanism for each spice,
with a limited lifetime guarantee.

SAVEURS DE CAFE collection 
All Peugeot coffee mechanisms come with a lifetime warranty.

COOKING 
The Peugeot ceramics range comes with a 10-year warranty.

SAVEURS DE VINS collection 
All Peugeot wine accessories come with a two-year warranty from the date of purchase. 

The Baltaz corkscrew (metal) features a ten-year warranty. 
All corkscrews come with a five-year warranty

• Electric Mills: five years from date of purchase
• Zeli Mills: two years from date of purchase
• Manual: five years from the date of purchase
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PEUGEOT MECHANISMS

For each spice, a specific mechanism has been designed
to best express its organoleptic wealth, its singularity, its

imagination. This commitment to flavour is backed up with the
best attention to the quality of products and performance of

the mechanisms.

PEPPER

LONG PEPPER

NUTMEG

SALT

CHILI PEPPER

CINNAMON

WET SEA SALT

COFFEE

FLAX SEED
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PEPPER MECHANISM

• Made of case-hardened steel for higher, more consistent output with 
 fewer turns.
• Two-stage technology: Equipped with a helix-shaped double row of 
 teeth that guide and hold the peppercorns for a perfect grind.
• Best performance on the market.

WHICH PEPPER TO USE?

To get the best out of your Peugeot pepper grinding mechanism, we 
recommend  you use peppercorns with a diameter of 6 mm or less.

Black, white and dry green peppercorns can be ground in Peugeot 
pepper mills.  
The pink berries can be ground only if in a blend (max 15% pink) with 
one of these peppercorns. Dried coriander is also suitable for the 
pepper mechanism.

DRY SALT MECHANISM

The Peugeot salt mechanism is designed to grind cooking salt (rock salt). 
It is made of a special stainless steel that resists corrosion. Its shape is 
specifically adapted to transform dry salt crystals to a fine powder. To get the 
best out of your Peugeot salt grinding mechanism, you should use salt with a 
size of 4mm max.

Dry salt 

Rock salt is found in the depths of the earth ; it is a fossil salt, that has 
accumulated over geological eras, with the evaporation of the seas. 
It offers high level of minerals and trace-elements.

WET SEA SALT MECHANISM

For wet sea salt, a specially designed mechanism has been created because 
the natural consistency and moisture content do not allow the use of an 
ordinary salt mill. An innovative patented system enables a high-performance 
grind without blockage even with very humid or compressed salt. 
This specific mechanism is composed of 3 stops ensuring both mechanism 
resistance and constant out-put, and of anti-clogging spiral which shuffles the 
salt in the reservoir.

Wet sea salt

The wet sea salt (as Guérande salt, Noirmoutier salt...) is characterized by a 
consistency and a high humidity that do not allow to grind it with a conventional 
salt mill. This salt is rich in magnesium and trace elements.

THE GRIND

The grind is essential for 
unlocking the full flavour of 
your pepper.

Fine grind WILL DEVELOP POWER 
Coarse grind WILL REVEAL FLAVOUR 
Medium grind FOR BALANCE
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COFFEE MECHANISM

A long with a specific mechanism for coffee beans comes a uniform grind, fully 
adjustable to reveal all aromas. Choose between an extremely fine grind to 
prepare an espresso, or coarser grind perfect for a French press: Peugeot coffee 
mills let everyone enjoy coffee to their liking. These symbols excellence have 
shaped the Peugeot brand for producing the strongest mechanisms on the 
market, with a lifetime guarantee.

ADJUSTABLE GRINDING SYSTEM

Patented precision adjustment system for Infinite grinding options, from extra 
fine to very coarse and anywhere in between. 6 pre-defined levels of grind for 
pepper and 6 pre-defined levels of grind for salt.

GRIND ADJUSTMENT KNOB ON MANUAL MILLS

Grinding control button on manual mills. It crowns the manual mills
that are not equipped with the U’Select system (such as Tahiti).

CHILI PEPPER MECHANISM

The chili pepper mechanism is a Peugeot exclusive product. This
patented model has a pre-cutting system and a mechanism
that grinds dry chili pepper. Like the pepper grinder it has a
patented treatment that protects the steel from corrosion while
maintaining its sharpness and wear resistance.

HOW TO RECOGNISE
PEPPER MILL AND SALT MILLS

NUTMEG MECHANISM

Stainless-steel spring system and blade. Nutmeg is held by a
strong claw with sharp teeth. Turn top to rotate nutmeg against
the blade for grating. Effortless, safe on fingers.

THUMBWHEEL GRIND
ADJUSTMENT ON ELECTRIC
PEPPER GRINDERS

It is under the pepper grinding mechanism on electric 
grinders that are not equipped with the U’Select system 
(such as Zephir or Zeli).

PEPPER MILL

Classic Adjustable System

SALT MILL
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MANUAL MILLS

The first Peugeot pepper mills were created in 1874. Over time, with some inspired innovations and

developments in design and materials, the claws of the Lion have dealt with many different spices,

and the Peugeot mill has become the gold standard in its field. Look behind the legend and discover

more about this extensive range of manual mills.
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This collection is the fruit of creativity and flow of ideas 
generated by true enthusiasts coming together. Homage is 
a tribute to the exceptional expertise of some prestigious 
brands, those that have passion for flavour and sensual 
enjoyment, with whom Peugeot shares the same ideas 
about the art de vivre.

MIGNONETTE

Mignonnette is a replica of the Z model, the oldest 

Peugeot mill created way back in 1874.

A true marvel of precision engineering, this mill is 

entirely covered with silverplate.

P816-1
Pepper mill

10 cm

P9816-1/SME 
Salt mill

10 cm 

• Silverplate

PALACE

Palace is another replica of the Z model produced 

in 1874 and flawlessly combines a wooden body 

featuring an antique finish with its base and top 

entirely covered with silverplate.

P19570
Pepper mill

10 cm

P19587 
Salt mill

10 cm  

• Silverplate/polished wood

TRIBUTE MILLS
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PARIS CLASSIQUE

P0870418
Pepper mill

18 cm

P0870412
Pepper mill

12 cm

P0870422
Pepper mill

22 cm

P0870412/SME
Salt mill

12 cm

P0870418/SME
Salt mill

18 cm

P0870422/SME
Salt mill

22 cm

• Natural

MANUAL MILLS

Paris is the undisputed gold standard, the very archetype of 
the modern-day mill and a staple fixture in any professional 
kitchen or on any foodie’s worktop. Its reputation has spread 
around the world, and the mill has come to symbolise a 
simple, yet generous and refined culinary style.

• Extensive selection of mills,
 ranging from 12cm to 50cm
• Available in 3 finishes.
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P1870412
Pepper mill 

P1870412/SME
Salt mill

12 cm

P1870418
Pepper mill

P18704180/SME
Salt mill

18 cm

PARIS CLASSIQUE

• Black Laquered

P870450/1
Pepper mill

50 cm

P870440/1
Pepper mill

40 cm

P870430/1
Pepper mill

P870430/SME/1
Salt mill

30 cm

P870422/1
Pepper mill

P870422/SME/1
Salt mill

22 cm

P870418/1
Pepper mill

P870418/SME/1
Salt mill

18 cm

P870412/1
Pepper mill

P870412/SME/1
Salt mill

12 cm

PARIS CLASSIQUE

• Chocolate
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• U’Select

• Extensive selection of mills,
 ranging from 12cm to 50cm

• Available in 5 finishes

• Available as a pair (see page 35)

PARIS U’SELECT

P23423
Pepper mill

40 cm

P23409
Pepper mill

P3416
Salt mill

30 cm

P23317
Pepper mill

P23324
Salt mill

22 cm

P23386
Pepper mill

P23393
Salt mill

18 cm

P23362
Pepper mill

P23379
Salt mill

12 cm

• Natural

PARIS U’SELECT

P23546
Pepper mill

40 cm

P23522
Pepper mill

P23539
Salt mill

30 cm

P23485
Pepper mill

P23492
Salt mill

22 cm

P23461
Pepper mill

P23478
Salt mill

18 cm

P23447
Pepper mill

P23454
Salt mill

12 cm

• Chocolate
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P39400
Pepper mill

P39417
Salt mill

18 cm

P39424
Pepper mill

P39431
Salt mill

22 cm

P39448
Pepper mill

P39455
Salt mill

30 cm

PARIS U’SELECT

• Graphite

PARIS U’SELECT

P23683
Pepper mill

P23690
Salt mill

12 cm

P23706
Pepper mill

P23713
Salt mill

18 cm

P23720
Pepper mill

P23737
Salt mill

22 cm

P23768
Pepper mill

P23775
Salt mill

30 cm

• Black Laquered
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PARIS U’SELECT

P27780
Pepper mill

P27797
Salt mill

12 cm

P27803
Pepper mill

P27810
Salt mill

18 cm

P27827
Pepper mill

P27834
Salt mill

22 cm

P27841
Pepper mill

P27858
Salt mill

30 cm

• White Laquered
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The body of the Paris Icon mills is topped with a highly 
reflective brilliant metal cup, concealing an exceptionally 
easy refilling system. Here is evidence of all care and
attention to detail that Peugeot always gives to the use of 
its products.

Paris Icône mill offers a reinterpretation of the Paris mill, the flagship model of the Peugeot
collection, in an enhanced modern style and incorporates the U’Select adjustable grinding function.

P37482
Pepper mill

P37499
Salt mill

22 cm

P37468
Pepper mill

P37475
Salt mill

18 cm

• U’Select

• Easy to refill

• Presented in a gift box

PARIS U’SELECT ICÔNE

• Black Laquered

PARIS ICÔNE
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The Paris Antique collection pays tribute to the 
two-hundred-year adventure of the Peugeot brand. 

All the charm of the patina of age is here in this collection, 
emblematic of Peugeot expertise.

P30971
Pepper mill

P30988
Salt mill

22 cm

P30957
Pepper mill

P30964
Salt mill

18 cm

P30933
Pepper mill

P30940
Salt mill

10 cm

PARIS ANTIQUE BISTRO ANTIQUE

• Antique Beechwood

• Antique Beechwood

• Unique pieces handmade
• Antique patina
• Presented in a case

• Unique pieces handmade
• Antique patina
• Presented in a case

First created in 1874, the historic 
Bistro mill pays tribute to the 
world of fine dining.

ANTIQUE COLLECTION
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This olive wood collection features a contrasting, yet 
authentic design with its irregular natural grain coursing 
through this noble wood gives these mills a highly 
distinctive feel.

PARIS OLIVE

• Olive wood

• Unique pieces handmade
• Presented in a case

P38175
Pepper mill

P38182
Salt mill

22 cm

P38199
Pepper mill

P38205
Salt mill

18 cm

BISTRO OLIVE

• Olive wood

• Unique pieces handmade
• Presented in a case

P38212
Pepper mill

P38229
Salt mill

10 cm

OLIVE COLLECTION
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The Stainless Steel collection features the most iconic
Peugeot mills (Paris and Bistro) with a stainless steel finish.

The premium stainless steel ensures superior strength and
resistance. Whether in the kitchen or on the table, this
collection is the ideal accomplice for the most demanding
fine-dining fans.

STAINLESS STEEL COLLECTION

PARIS BISTRO

• Stainless Steel • Stainless Steel

• U’Select
• Stainless Steel
• Presented in a case

• Stainless Steel
• Presented in a case

P32494
Pepper mill

P32500
Salt mill

22 cm

P32470
Pepper mill

P32487
Salt mill

18 cm

P33033
Pepper mill

P33040
Salt mill

10 cm
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COPPER COLLECTION

PARIS U’SELECT

• Copper

• U’Select system with pre-selected 
 grinding levels
• Individual Gift box

P39813
Salt mill

22 cm

P39806
Pepper mill

22 cm
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NATURE COLLECTION

The Nature Collection takes environmental responsibility 
to the next level with its resource-saving design.

Pieces of wood that were previously discarded due to 
slight visual imperfections are now upcycled with a 
textured finish.

Nature collection showcases the intrinsic 
qualities of the wood. All pieces of wood that 
can be given a new lease of life are upcycled 
in the Nature Collection.

The UPCYCLING PROCESS

A resource efficiency 
minded collection

1.
SORTING

2.
BLASTING

3.
VARNISH
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NATURE
The wood showcased in its
most natural features.

This collection is created from wooden 
pieces that are discarded after turning, or 
painted (in natural varnish) stage. Thanks 
to its initial appearance and texturing,
each piece becomes singular and unique.

NATURE BLACK
A unique interplay of light coming from 
a texturing and a colour.

This collection is designed from pieces of wood 
upcycled after painting in the famous chocolate 
finish. The sandblasting process creates a unique 
raised appearance which is enhanced by the 
application of a solvent free matte black paint. The 
paint and the texturing blend together, creating an 
interplay of light and matt and glossy reflections, 
and instilling this mill with its singularity.

P38083
Pepper mill

P38090
Salt mill

22 cm

P41403
Pepper mill

P41410
Salt mill

18 cm

P38106
Pepper mill

P38113
Salt mill

18 cm

P41427
Pepper mill

P41434
Salt mill

22 cm

PARIS PARIS

• Nature • Nature Black

• Upcycled beech wood sourced from French  
 PEFC™-certified forests
• Mills crafted from upcycled bits of wood after 
 turning and painting
• Unique textured finish through  
 mechanical sandblasting
• 2 finishes available : Nature and Nature Black

• Each piece is singular and unique
• Solvent-free water-soluble varnish
• Mechanism with a lifetime warranty
• Mills delivered with an Organic, fair 
 trade pepper, or a European rock salt
• No single packaging
• Each mill is unique

NATURE COLLECTION
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PARISRAMA COLLECTION

Peugeot’s new ParisRama collection of 
colourful salt and pepper mills is both trendy 
and lively.

The emblematic mill used by top chefs is 
constantly being renewed, lending itself to 
bold and original colour combinations to 
match any interior.

PARISRAMA

• Rouge Passion

• Saffron

• Forest Green

• Ivory

• Pacific Blue

• Pearl Grey

• Aubergine

• Slate

• Candy Pink

• Taupe

• Easy to refill

P41212
Pepper mill

P41229
Salt mill

18 cm

P43568
Pepper mill

P43551
Salt mill

18 cm

P43520
Pepper mill

P43537
Salt mill

18 cm

P43476
Salt mill

18 cm

P43506
Pepper mill

P43513
Salt mill

18 cm

P43490
Salt mill

18 cm

P43445
Pepper mill

18 cm

P43469
Pepper mill

18 cm

P43544
Pepper mill

18 cm

P43483
Pepper mill

18 cm
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BISTRO COLLECTION

• Chocolate

• Stainless
 Steel

• Matt
 Black

• Antique
 Beechwood

• Matt
 White

• Graphite • Olive

• Available in 7 finishes
• Available as a pair

P22594
Pepper mill

P22600
Salt mill

10 cm

P33033
Pepper mill

P33040
Salt mill

10 cm

P22730
Pepper mill

P24208
Salt mill

10 cm

P30933
Pepper mill

P30940
Salt mill

10 cm

P22440
Salt mill

10 cm

P39509
Pepper mill

P39516
Salt mill

10 cm

P38212
Pepper mill

P38229
Salt mill

10 cm

First created in 1874, the historic Bistro mill pays
tribute to the world of fine dining.
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BISTRORAMA

• Available in 13 finishes

• Gloss 
 Rouge
 Passion

P40703
Pepper mill

P40710
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss 
 Pacific
 Blue

P40727
Pepper mill

P40734
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Pistachio

P40741
Salt mill

P40758
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Eggplant

P40765
Pepper mill

P40772
Salt mill

10 cm

• Green
 Forest

P42066
Pepper mill

P42073
Salt mill

10 cm

• Saffron

P42042
Pepper mill

P42059
Salt mill

10 cm

First created in 1874, the historic Bistro mill pays
tribute to the world of fine dining.

• Gloss
 Slate

P40802
Pepper mill

P40819
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Terracotta

P40864
Pepper mill

P40871
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Ivory

P40840
Pepper mill

P40857
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Black

P40826
Pepper mill

P40833
Salt mill

10 cm

• Gloss
 Candy
 Pink

P40789
Pepper mill

P40796
Salt mill

10 cm

• Pearl
 Grey

P42103
Pepper mill

P42110
Salt mill

10 cm

• Grey

P42080
Pepper mill

P42097
Salt mill

10 cm
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LINE COLLECTION

• Iridescent metallic effect
• 2 finishes

P39905
Pepper mill

P39912
Salt mill

18 cm

P39929
Pepper mill

P39936
Salt mill

12 cm

P39882
Pepper mill

P39899
Salt mill

12 cm

P39943
Pepper mill

P39950
Salt mill

18 cm

LINE LINE

• Aluminium/Natural • Carbon/Dark

LINE mills vertical ridges play with lights and provides 
a unique graphic visual effect.

Ultra-contemporary with a subtle combination 
of wood and metal with iridescent effects. Line is the 
perfect choice for the table use.
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BAYA

TAHITI

The minimalist design of this mill will appeal to proponents 
of the Zen philosophy. Its sleek lines cut straight to the 
chase, while its slightly tapered shape ensures perfect 
stability on the table.

Created in 1968, the Tahiti mill has lost none of
its fashionable appeal over the years.
Its sleek matt wooden body looks stunning in
every colour. Trendy, sophisticated and elegant
colour combinations can be used to distinguish
between salt and pepper at a glance!

• Natural

• Duo Black & White • Duo Night & Azure

• Natural

P27896
Pepper mill

8 cm

P27889
Salt mill

8 cm

P2/24260
Pepper mill & Salt Mill

15 cm

P2/42967
Pepper mill & Salt Mill

15 cm
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ISEN

The Isen Collection welcomes these pepper
and salt mills with crank handle. Made of
beechwood from sustainably managed
French forests, these 18 cm mills are
reminiscent of the lines of the crank mills
of our grandmothers. In a contemporary
design made of wood and shiny metal,
you’ll enjoy the nostalgia of the traditional
design as well as ease of use.

• Black Matt • Natural

P37758
Pepper mill

P37765
Salt mill

18 cm

P37307
Pepper mill

P37314
Salt mill

18 cm

• U’Select
• Effortless grinding
• Mills with crank
• Available in 2 colours:
 matt black or natural

TAHITI

• Duo Cocoa & Hazelnut • Duo Moss & Mint • Duo Brick & Flame

P2/42950
Pepper mill & Salt Mill

15 cm

P2/42981
Pepper mill & Salt Mill

15 cm

P2/42974
Pepper mill & Salt Mill

15 cm
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ROYAN

The Royan mill boasts a highly contemporary design 
with ultimate refinement and sophistication.

• Wood/ Stainless Steel

P33880
Pepper mill

P33897
Salt mill

14 cm

• Metallic finish that reveals the 
 wood’s grains
• A combination of wood
 and stainless steel

FIDJI

The inimitable grain lines of the rare and 
noble olive wood adorning the hour-glass 
figure of this mill mean that each model is 
truly unique.

With its silky-smooth touch, this mill is a 
must-have.

• Matt Black

 & Stainless Steel

P17132
Pepper mill

P17149
Salt mill

15 cm

• A combination of wood and
 stainless steel
• Available as a pair
 (see page 35)
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DAMAN

This design breaks new ground by doing 
away with the mill’s traditional central shaft.
This innovation enhances the mill’s 
eye-catching appearance while also 
improving practicality by making the mill 
easier to fill.

• Stainless Steel & Acrylic

P25427
Pepper mill

16 cm

P25434
Salt mill

16 cm

• U’Select
• Easy to refill
• Magnetic stopper
• Acrylic body/stainless steel base

MADRAS

Madras mill stylishly combines wood 
with stainless steel. Style and innovation 
are the key words for this 
ultra-contemporary mill.

• Chocolate • Olive

P25205
Pepper mill

P25212
Salt mill

16 cm

P36140
Pepper mill

P36157
Salt mill

16 cm

• A combination of wood 
 and stainless steel
• Available in olive wood 
 and beechwood
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ACRYLIC COLLECTION

OUSSANT

This mills collection features a slightly twisted 
translucent body that is reminiscent of the 
mechanism’s movement which subtly plays 
with the light.

• Stainless Steel & Acrylic

P29036
Pepper mill

14 cm

P29043
Salt mill

14 cm

BISTRO ACRYLIC

Presenting the iconic Bistro model duo
in a stylish clear Acrylic.

• Stainless Steel & Acrylic

P41687
Pepper Mill

14 cm

P2/41687
Duo Pepper & 
Salt Mill set

14 cm

P41694
Salt mill

14 cm

• New finish
• Perfect impulse buy
• Easy to differentiate salt or pepper
• Elegant when filled with coloured
 pepper or salt
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NANCY

VITTEL

Nancy is a staunch advocate of the transparent
design and offers a take on the iconic line of the
Peugeot mill to provide spices with their very 
own showcase.

This mill’s modern lines draw their 
inspiration from the stylish combination 
of acrylic and metal.

• Clear Acrylic

• Clear Acrylic

P18221
Pepper mill

P18238
Salt mill

16 cm

P18245
Pepper mill

P18252
Salt mill

23 cm

• Extensive selection of mills,
 ranging from 12cm to 22cm
• Available as a pair
 (see page 36)

P900809
Pepper mill

P900809/SME
Salt mill

9 cm

P900812
Pepper mill

P900812/SME
Salt mill

12 cm

P900818
Pepper mill

P900818/SME
Salt mill

18 cm

P900822
Pepper mill

P900822/SME
Salt mill

22 cm
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CAST IRON MILLS

BALI FONTE
Bali excites with the unique feel of its cast-iron 
design that was traditionally used in China.
The three pepper mills in this collection offer a 
choice of intense colours: deep blue, orange, 
and black, and to top it all, they are supplied 
already filled with Szechuan pepper.

• Pepper Mill and Salt Cellar

P35402
Pepper mill

8 cm

P35426
Pepper mill

8 cm

P42172
Pepper mill

8 cm

P36621
Pepper mill

8 cm

P42189
Pepper mill

8 cm

P39967
Spice Palace Set

8 cm

• Only available in pepper mills
• Made of cast iron
• Filled with Szechuan pepper

• Black • Blue • Red• Orange • Celadoin Green
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MAESTRO MILL

Let the new Maestro mill take you on a 
journey of discovery.

This revolutionary mill, offers the ideal 
instrument for exploring the world of peppers.

• Exchangeable glass jars
• Ergonomic screw on jars
• Perfect degree of grind

• Black

P41731 
Pepper mill

10 cm

P41748 
Maestro Set

P41755 
Glass Jars
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BBQ MILL

The BBQ mill is a sturdy robust design perfect 
for use outdoors.  This revolutionary design 
features a light that automatically operates 
when the mill is tilted.

P41526
Pepper mill

30 cm

• Manual mill with integrated light
• Sturdy design
• Shock resistant
• Hanging hook

• Wood/Stainless Steel

To operate the light

START: 
Operate by tilting the mill 25°.
The light stays on as long as the 
mill is tilted.

STOP: 
The light will automatically switch 
off after return to the vertical 
position (after 3 or 4 sec).
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SPECIALIST MILLS

ISEN FLAX SEED MILL
Experts in nutrition are well aware that flax seed is one of the superfoods 
that have so many benefits for our health. Flax seed, is one of the 10 foods 
that are the richest sources of omega.

To make the most of all the nutritional benefits, it’s vital to grind the seeds 
just before eating, because their shells cannot be assimilated by the body.

• Wood/Stainless Steel

P34535
Flax Seed mill

13 cm

• Specially created to grind flaxseed
 and sesame
• Easy to disassemble and to clean
• 1 Isen spoon of 5g
• Cleaning brush included
• Presented in a case

TIDORE
With their nutmeg-inspired design, Tidore 
mills are extremely easy to use: simply turn 
the handle to release the nutmeg’s full 
bouquet of aromas.

• Clear Acrytlic

P19501
Nutmeg mill

11 cm
• Presented in a case
• Compartment for nutmegs

ISEN LONG PEPPER MILL

P35396
Long Pepper Mill

13 cm

• Removable large-diameter mechanism
• Specially designed to grind long pepper and very large peppercorns
• Also works for some dry spices (cardamom, star anise, tonka bean)
• Adjustable grinding
• Comes with cleaning accessories
• Presented in a case

The new Isen mill is designed specifically for grinding long pepper, very large 
peppercorns and a variety of dry spices. Every detail is well-thought-out; the 
hopper opens gently, the grind setting is precise and efficient. The Isen 
mechanism comes with a lifetime warranty and is removable for easy cleaning.
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• Clear Acrylic

P25854
Linea Tray

L19 x 9 x H15 cm

CIRO OIL POURER

LINEA TRAY

P37079
Ciro Display 
CDU of 9 Pourers

Universal Non Drip Pouring Spout.

• Fits in most OIL and VINEGAR bottles
• 4 different positions: 
 Heavy / Middle /
 Drop by drop / Closed Flow
• Anti drop system
• Smooth flow
• Can be cleaned in the dishwasher
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PEPPER & SALT MILL SETS
TAHITI DUO

FIDJI DUO

PARIS DUO

• Matt Black & Matt White

• Matt Black & Stainless Steel

• Natural • Chocolate

P2/24260
Pepper Mill 
& Salt Mill

15 cm

P2/21283
Pepper Mill 
& Salt Mill

12 cm

P2/23386
Pepper Mill 
& Salt Mill

18 cm

P2/23461
Pepper Mill 
& Salt Mill

18 cm

• Duo Night
 & Azure
 P2/42967

• Duo Moss
 & Mint
 P2/42950

• Duo Cocoa
 & Hazelnut
 P2/42981

• Duo Brick
 & Flame
 P2/42974

See Pages 
28 & 29.
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BISTRO DUO

BISTRO ACRYLIC

BISTRO DUO

NANCY DUO

• Matt Black & Matt White

• Clear Acrylic

• Chocolate & Natural

• Clear Acrylic

P2/24291
Pepper Mill & Salt Mill

10 cm

P2/22594
Pepper Mill & Salt Mill

10 cm

P2/900812
Pepper Mill & Salt Mill

12 cm

P2/41687
Pepper Mill & Salt Mill

14 cm
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ELECTRIC MILLS

DAMAN U’SELECT

LINE U’SELECT

• Black & Acrylic

• Carbon & Aluminium

P2/43179
Electric Pepper 
Mill & Salt Mill Set

P43179
Electric Pepper mill 

P43186
Electric Salt mill 

16 cm

UK Battery

P2/43148
Electric Pepper 
Mill & Salt Mill Set

P43148
Electric Pepper mill 

P43141
Electric Salt mill 

15 cm

UK Battery

• Transparent tank  
 for quick identification
• Equipped with a light 

• Compact design
• Ribbed body for  
 optimal grip
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ELIS SENSE U’SELECT

ZELI DUO

• Stainless Steel

• Stainless Steel

P27162
Pepper Mill

20 cm

P27179
Salt mill 

20 cm

P2/28480
Pepper Mill

14 cm

Salt mill 

14 cm

• U’Select
• Tactile operation
• Easy to refill
• Complete with 6 batteries
• Presented in a gift box

Elis Sense offers an unrivalled 
ergonomic design with
its touch-sensitive technology.
This high-tech mill with its 
show-stopping innovation
incorporates all of Peugeot’s 
expertise.
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SPICES

Peugeot spices are packed in freshness sachets to ensure easy filing, keep the spices in 

optimal condition and lock in their fresh taste and precious aromas for even longer.

P42462
Pack of 3 sachets
Kampot Black Pepper 

60g

P42714
Pack of 3 sachets
Freshness Blend

60g

P42455
Pack of 3 sachets
Organic Kampot 
Black Pepper 

60g

P42479
Pack of 3 sachets
Kampot Red Pepper 

60g

P42424
Pack of 4 sachets
Sarawak White Pepper 

80g

P42721
Pack of 7 sachets
Course Salt 

350g

P42486
Pack of 3 sachets
Sikara White Pepper 

60g

P42400
Pack of 7 sachets
Tan Hoi Black Pepper 

140g

P42417
Pack of 4 sachets
Tan Hoi Black Pepper 

80g

P42493
Pack of 3 sachets
Voatsiperifery 
Wild Pepper 

60g

P42431
Pack of 4 sachets
Timut Wild Pepper 

40g

P42738
Pack of 7 sachets
Pink Salt from the Andes 

350g

P42707
Pack of 3 sachets
Red Meats Blend 

60g

P42448
Pack of 4 sachets
Szechuan Peppercorns 

40g

P42745
Pack of 3 sachets
Persian Blue Salt

150g
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COFFEE MILLS

Coffee grinders, firmly established in the collective imagination, are right at the 

heart of Peugeot’s historic expertise.

Time and again, our coffee grinders, whether true classics, or new designs with 

innovative functions, offer the exhilarating flavour of freshly-ground coffee.
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• Chocolate

P35853
Coffee Mill

19cm

Kronos challenges time and pays tribute to the French 
watchmaking industry,originated in Franche-Comté where 
the Peugeot adventure started, while reinventing the classic 
coffee grinder of our grandmothers.

The Kronos coffee mill is easy to handle, has a
powerful grinding mechanism and comes with
a lifetime guarantee. This superb metal piece
embodies the expertise of the watchmaker’s art
and offers precise and ingenious grinding control.

Adjust the grind according to the
coffee preparation method

Adjust the grind

KRONOS

• Very large capacity (50g)
• Accurate and repeatable  
 grind settings
• 43 grinding positions 
 available (easy to
 adjust from fine for 
 espresso to very
 coarse for cold brew)
• Presented in a case
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• Chocolate

P36706
Coffee Mill

20cm

 

This coffee mill is the fruit of a collaboration between
Peugeot, Sylvie Amar Studio, for the design, and Hippolyte 
Courty, roaster and founder of L’Arbre a Café.
An indispensable instrument for the barista and the
coffee enthusiast alike, it provides even, precise grinding
that can be repeated exactly and is easily adapted to every 
type of preparation. Its design makes this mill
extraordinarily simple to use, yet impressively efficient.

Adjustable grind

• Large capacity (30 to 35g), for 0,5 L of coffee 
 in slow coffee brewing method
• Accurate and repeatable grind settings
• 11 grinding positions available
 (easy to adjust from fine for espresso 
 to very coarse for cold brew)
• Borosilicate glass
• Spoon included
• Mechanism cleaning brush included
• Presented in a giftbox

L’ARBRE A CAFÉ

A Peugeot innovation: Paris Press ingeniously 
combines fine and coarse grind functions 
for everyone to enjoy the inimitable taste of 
freshly ground coffee.

PARIS PRESS

Grind Allow to brew

Filter Enjoy

• Stainless Steel

P35297
Coffee Mill

15cm

 

• Adjustable grinding system
• 2 functions in 1
• For 4 cups
• Borosilicate glass
• Spoon included
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CERAMICS

Ultimate noble material, the Peugeot ceramic guarantees smooth and homogenous

just-right baking for tasty and healthy cooking. Constantly improving and

a well-kept secret, the recipe of the ceramic paste (mix of clay, kaolin and feldspath)

offers Peugeot ceramics significant mechanical shock resistance.

Clean and contemporary, the lines of bakeware

are designed for practicality and expressing flavours.
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With its range of glazed ceramics, Peugeot 
demonstrates its know-how and its expertise of flavour in 
the field of oven dishes for a smooth and healthful cooking.

It is in France, in the heart of Brittany, in its virtuoso ceramics 
workshops established for more than 80 years, that Peugeot 
is producing its products.

• Ceramic bakeware
• Gentle and homogeneous  
 cooking
• High mechanical shock 
 resistance
• Wide and striated handles, 
 rounded corners and high 
 edges
• Easy to clean

PEUGEOT CERAMICS
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Offer a passionately gourmet gift!
Birthday, Mother’s Day, Valentine’s
Day, all occasions are good to declare
your love with a touch of sweetness!

FOR YOU HEART SHAPED
CERAMIC DISHES

• The perfect gift for any 
 festive occasion
• A modern and generous design 
 for birthday or celebration cakes
• Bright, intense red colour
• Easy to unmold and clean
• Dishwasher Safe
• Abrasion resistant

Red
P61586 26cm

Red - Set of two
P61593 14cm

FOR YOU HEART DISH

FOR YOU RAMEKINS4-6

1
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SQUARE DISH

Ecru Individual size
P60121 36cm
P60169 28cm
P60206 21cm

Slate Individual size
P60145  36cm
P60183 28cm
P60220 21cm

RECTANGULAR DISH

Ecru Individual size
P60008 40cm
P61210 36cm
P60046 32cm
P60084 25cm

Slate Individual size
P60022 40cm
P61227 36cm
P60060 32cm
P60107 25cm

RECTANGULAR INDIVIDUAL

Ecru Individual size
P61135 22cm

Slate Individual size
P61159 22cm

SQUARE INDIVIDUAL

Ecru Individual size
P61166 18cm

Slate Individual size
P61180 18cm
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WINE ACCESSORIES

Precision engineering, technical excellency, Peugeot corkscrews

are full of ingeniousness for all kinds of uncorking: single or double lever system,

worm, blades for fragile corks, waiter corkscrew for purists or even electrical

for the most demanding users.
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• Natural • Matt Black

P200787
Corkscrew

21cm

 

P200817
Corkscrew

21cm

 

Made in France, Elis Reverse is the first wooden-bodied 
rechargeable electric corkscrew from Peugeot. 

100% automatic, it is easy to operate by pressing onto 
the bottle and ejecting the cork with a horizontal wrist 
movement.

• Wood body
• Fully Automatic: 
 extraction and ejection
• Powerful, silent motor
• LED charging indicator
• Equipped with a foil cutter
• Presented in a case

ELIS REVERSE CORKSCREW
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• Stainless Steel • Carbon

P200954
Corkscrew

27cm 

P201043
Corkscrew

27cm 

This sleek new-generation corkscrew is a marvel of 
technology. With its rechargeable batteries concealed in the 
base, it gently extracts all types of corks by simply pressing 
the corkscrew on top of the bottle.

The up to the minute Lithium-ion rapid recharge 
battery recharges in 2.5 Hours and allows 80 bottles 
to be opened between charges.

• New Lithium Ion Battery
• USB charging
• Stainless steel and ABS
• Automatic triggering 
 (release)
• Extracts all types of corks
• Powerful, silent motor
• LED charging indicator
• Equipped with a foil cutter
• Presented in a gift box

ELIS TOUCH RECHARGEABLE
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• Aluminium • Carbon

P200497
Rechargeable 
Corkscrew

 

P200985
Rechargeable 
Corkscrew

 

P210816
Display 8 x Line 
Bottle Stopper

 

P210823
Display 8 x Line 
Bottle Stopper

 

With 100% automatic uncorking, this rechargeable 
corkscrew is easy to operate by pressing onto the bottle 
and ejecting the cork with a clever horizontal wrist 
movement. The up to the minute Lithium-ion rapid 
recharge battery recharges in 2.5 Hours and allows 80 
bottles to be opened between charges.

Comes with an elegant matching foil cutter, in a gift box. 
This contemporary Peugeot design perfectly blends 
elegance and  functionality.

• Automatic triggering 
 (release)
• Extracts all types of corks
• Powerful, silent motor
• LED charging indicator
• Equipped with a foil cutter
• Presented in a gift box

LINE REVERSE RECHARGEABLE

• Aluminium • Carbon
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BALTAZ CORKSCREW

ALTAR CORKSCREW

SALMA CORKSCREW

• Black

• Basalt

P200176
Lever-style Corkscrew
with Foil Cutter

14cm

 

P200510
Lever-style Corkscrew
with Foil Cutter

14cm

 

P200459
Corkscrew
with Foil Cutter

17.5cm

 

P200374
Basalt Corkscrew
with Foil Cutter

19cm

 

All Peugeot’s know-how has been 
distilled into this ingenious, 
mechanically sophisticated creation. 
Baltaz naturally adapts to any bottle 
neck: its levers firmly close around the 
bottle, making cork extraction 
almost effortless.

Altar corkscrew opens all bottles in a single motion: 
simply turn the handle to gently remove all types of 
corks.

Placed on its foil-cutter base, Salma is a smart 
and practical corkscrew. It fits all types of bottles, 
and its endless corkscrew mechanism opens bottles 
in a single motion.

• Extracts all types of corks
• Equipped with a foil cutter
• Presented in a gift box

• Black/Stainless Steel • Black
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CLAVELIN ‘SOMMELIER’ CORKSCREW

• Black

P200428
Tire-bouchon Corkscrew

14cm

 

With its patented support handle system 
pioneered by Peugeot, the Clavelin sommelier’s 
corkscrew can open a bottle in a single motion. 

The compact design features a built-in foil-cutter 
and bottle-opener.

• Extracts all types of corks 
 in a single move
• Equipped with a foil cutter 
 and a cap remover
• Presented in a case

SOUVERAIN TWO-LEVER CORKSCREW

• Black

P200602
Two-lever Corkscrew

20cm

 

Souverain double lever corkscrew revisits the 
bottle opening gesture. The holding of the arms 
along the corkscrew body improves its handling. 
The clutch activation patented system provides 
performance and ergonomy.

• Patented release mechanism
 for easy handling
• Safe cork removal
 from the corkscrew
• Equipped with a foil cutter
• Presented in a gift box
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MATHUS TWO-PRONG CORKSCREW

FRIZZ SLEEVE

• Basalt

• Black

• Red

P200367
Two-prong Corkscrew

11cm

 

P220372
CDU 6 x Frizz Cooling Sleeves 

P220389
CDU 6 x Frizz Cooling Sleeves 

The Mathus blade corkscrew, also called a 
cork-turner from the French “tourne-bouchon”,
is inspired by the popular models used in the 
19th century.

This corkscrew gently removes corks that became 
crumbly over time without breaking them.

The new expandable cooler sleeve for still 
and sparkling wines:-

• Expandable elastic strip fits 750ml bottles
• Large cooling gel surface in contact 
 with the bottle
• Shape cools all the way up to the 
 bottle neck
• Keeps fresh for 2 hours
• Cools in 20 minutes
• Easy to clean.

• Draws the cork from the bottle  
 without drilling
• Ergonomic Zamac alloy handle  
 for a perfect grip
• Presented in a gift box
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CAPITAINE YOUNG 
WINE DECANTER

EVOLUTION 
YOUNG RED 
WINE DECANTER

DECANTERS FOR MATURE RED WINES AND WHITE WINES

IBIS MAGNUM 
MATURE WINE 
DECANTER

BILBO DECANTER 
CLEANING BEADS

• Clear

• Clear

• Clear

• Black

P230081
Wine Decanter

0.75L

P230371
Wine Decanter

0.75L

P230012
Wine Decanter

1.5L

P230241
Display unit of 10 Bilbo

11cm

 

A mature wine is fragile. A decanter with a long, narrow neck and 
slightly pot-bellied base minimises the exchange of air, preserving the 
wine’s bouquet while enhancing its colour. To reveal the subtle, 
fleeting aromas of a white wine, a mature wine decanter will thus be 
used to preserve it.

Bilbo is an ingenious system for 
cleaning decanters with a simple 
swirl.

The stainless steel beads rub away 
any limescale and tannin deposits 
stuck to the decanter’s walls.

Double position: straight or inclined
• Inclined position: facilitates 
 wine rotation and
 the development of aromas
• Wide base: promotes wine 
 oxygenation
• Inclined rim: facilitates serving

• Mouth-blown glass
• Presented in a case • Mouth-blown glass

• Long and narrow neck
• Presented in a case

• Mouth-blown glass
• Stainless-steel base
• Chiselled stopper
• Presented in a case
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• Clear

P266097
Whisky Tasting Set

11cm

 

P245078
Clef de vin

15cm

 

The degustation set is specially designed to
enjoy whiskies and spirits. Its specific wide shape
reveals all the subtleties of whiskies. 

The metal base, when placed in the freezer, is designed 
to cool the spirit without having to use ice.

• Mechanical manufacturing 
 process
• Equipped with a metal 
 base and a coaster
• Presented in a gift box

WHISKY TASTING SET

CLEF DE VIN

The Clef du Vin enables to instantly reveal the 
qualities of a wine.  It works effectively on all 
types of wine: white, sparkling, rosé, red and 
naturally sweet wines.

With a simple dip, it can be used to adjust the 
wine’s balance to suit your own taste and 
determine the aging potential of your favourite 
raw wines.

• Presented in a case
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REVOLUTION METAL 
DECANTER DRAINER

EPIVAC DUO VACUUM 
PUMP

EPIVAC VACUUM 
PUMP WINE

EQUILIBREUR 
TEMPERATURE-BALANCING BUCKET

The Revolution drainer holds the decanter upside 
down while letting in air, making for perfect, 
streak-free drying.

Epivac helps keep opened bottles in ideal 
condition by extracting part of the air from the 
bottle in case of wine or by re-pressurising the 
bottle in case of champagne. Wine can be kept
for two to eight days, depending on the wine or 
champagne.

This contemporary temperature balancing bucket 
will cool your bottles in a matter of minutes.
The cooler is kept in the freezer and is always 
ready for use.

• Presented in a case

• Presented in a case

P240028
Decanter drainer

33cm

 

P210052
Dual-purpose pump
saves opened bottles
of wine and champagne

 

P220068
Temperature balancing 
bucket, with synthetic 
icecubes

19cm

 

P210045
Vacuum Pump
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Contact Details

Burton McCall Limited
163 Parker Drive, Leicester LE4 0JP

Tel Main Switchboard: 0116 234 4600

www.burton-mccall.co.uk

   @BTNMCCALL
   @burton-mccall-limited
   @burtonmccallltd

Sales Office
Tel: 0116 234 4611/4622
Email: sales@burton-mccall.com

Customer Services
Tel: 0116 234 4646
Email: customerservices@burton-mccall.com
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